Ensuring that Developing Countries have Access to New Healthcare Products: The Role of Product Development Partnerships
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Abstract

Product development partnerships (PDPs) are generating an increasing flow of health products for diseases prevalent in developing countries. Based on past experience, ensuring end-user access to these health products will present a significant challenge following the research and development process. The specific actions required to ensure access, and the time when these actions should be initiated, are becoming clearer based on the experiences to date in various PDPs. This list of activities can seem daunting, but the public health community is already learning how to spread these responsibilities between PDPs and other actors – both public and private, and international and national – such that efficiencies and local relevance are maximized.

Bridging the gap between product development and end users

For many years, there was insufficient development and supply of new health products for diseases prevalent in developing countries. Product development partnerships (PDPs) were formed in response to this market situation, which arose from a perceived lack of financial incentives and abundance of commercial risks for companies. The PDPs, as not-for-profit organizations, could bring together the public, private, academic, and philanthropic sectors to drive the necessary product development [1]. PDPs have been around for decades but, thanks to growing investments from government donors and foundations around the world, their numbers and profile have increased over the past 5-10 years.

An increasing number of PDPs are now facing the challenges of ensuring that end-users can access products once developed. Introduction of new tools for various indications has often been associated with a significant delay between global availability and local adoption [2-4], and the process of health technology change has presented significant challenges [5-8]. Frost and Reich (2008) have analyzed some of these challenges and proposed underlying principles for confronting them [9]. PDPs will also benefit from sharing both a forward-looking, time-sensitive menu of specific activities and a set of lessons on how these activities can help ensure access. The term “access” is used in different ways by many organizations, and for the PDPs there was a need to translate this term into an operational definition [10]. This definition can assist in defining what contributions by PDPs and other actors would have the greatest impact on ensuring timely access.

To address this issue, a diverse group of 20 organizations, including donors, NGOs, and 12 PDPs and similar initiatives, met in Geneva, Switzerland, on September 17-18 2008. The PDPs that attended are striving to develop vaccines for HIV, tuberculosis, malaria, dengue fever, meningococcal meningitis, and pneumonia, drugs for tuberculosis, malaria, sleeping sickness, and visceral leishmaniasis, microbicides for HIV, and novel insecticides. This self-convened meeting was the largest-ever gathering of a broad cross-section of PDPs and NGOs to focus on access to newly developed products.

Meeting objectives were to survey PDP experiences, best practices, and challenges in the area of access (in both the public and private sectors, and with comparisons across the access pathways for novel drugs, vaccines, and vector control), to identify the gaps and possibilities for future investigation, collaboration and coordination, and to define the role of PDPs within the overall framework of research, development, and access activities.

The meeting covered four topics: planning and introduction for implementation; manufacturing; pricing, finance, and procurement; and global regulatory pathways for new products. Shared lessons from the meeting can provide a reference for future access discussions and can inform future work. (The agenda, meeting presentations and a meeting report can be obtained from the corresponding author.)

### Defining “access”

Participants agreed that, for PDPs, “access” refers to a coordinated set of activities needed to ensure that the products developed will ultimately have an equitable public health impact. Achieving that impact requires products that are available, affordable, and acceptable to end-users, and adopted into developing country health systems. The role of PDPs in addressing these four concepts has varied from doing, to facilitating, to advocating for others to take action. In order to be successful, PDPs need to collaborate closely with developing countries throughout the process from pre-clinical development to product adoption.

Although access activities vary due to differences between interventions (drugs, diagnostics, vaccines, or insecticides) and disease contexts (e.g., presence of disease-specific supporting systems or financing), there is a logical flow of potential access activities according to the stage of product or intervention development. Table 1 lists the activities that participants at the meeting identified as falling under the term “access”.

### Ensuring local context and ownership

Development of products is best done with a strong and clear understanding, from the outset, of the health system within which they will ultimately be used, the trade-offs that will need to be made and with consideration to the potential impact of the intervention on health systems. National decision-makers need access to sufficient and high quality local, regional, and global data and to be well-informed about the interpretation of data and experiences in other settings. The goal is for national governments to make their own evidence-informed decisions regarding use of interventions in their country. PDPs should seek to maximize country ownership of access activities at all stages, especially as decision-making becomes imminent. Involvement of developing countries in PDP activities helps in achieving this goal.
**Table 1: Principal “Access” Activities**

a. Pre-clinical:
   - Determining stakeholder needs and eventual health system context
   - Informing product profiles, including cost constraints

b. Early clinical or pre-proof of concept:
   - Analyzing stakeholder perceptions and demand
   - Burden of disease studies
   - Profitability, return on investment (ROI) and net present value (NPV) assessments
   - Refining target product profiles
   - Quality control of manufacturing processes
   - Identification and allocation of risk, including indemnification and insurance
   - Helping to refine the regulatory framework
   - Informing contractual “access” agreements with manufacturers
   - Planning the fastest possible pathway through the ensuing web of access activities

c. Late clinical:
   - Building awareness about the disease and the new products developed to address the disease
   - Deriving strategic demand forecasts under specific delivery strategies
   - Finalizing target product profiles to ensure alignment with the developing country context
   - Modeling impact and cost-effectiveness
   - Facilitating disease surveillance mechanisms
   - Ensuring manufacturing capacity is in place
   - Informing and ensuring adherence to contractual “access” agreements with manufacturers
   - Understanding existing market structures and pathways for related products
   - Increasing management of risk through indemnification and insurance
   - Ensuring quality control of the manufacturing process
   - Refining regulatory pathways
   - Defining pathways for international and/or regional policy recommendations
   - Beginning discussions with financing and procurement agencies
   - Supporting activities to develop global, regional and local advocates
   - Ensuring that countries understand their role in accelerating access to an affordable and sustainable supply of products
   - Supporting the formation of country decision-making mechanisms (as described below)

d. Post-licensure:
   - Ensuring implementation of essential operational research, effectiveness trials, demonstration projects, and/or Phase 4 pharmacovigilance studies
   - Capacity building to facilitate ongoing pharmacovigilance
   - Communicating information on the intervention
   - Ensuring that countries and international agencies understand their roles in accelerating access to an affordable and sustainable supply of products
   - Supporting leadership and issuance of guidelines by international technical organizations (e.g., WHO) that are mandated to advise on implementation
   - Seeking sustainable financing commitments for procurement and utilization
   - Serving as an expert resource to international organizations during their policy processes and countries during their decision-making and adoption processes
PDPs can support the expanded involvement of developing country manufacturers when appropriate. For example, developing country manufacturers may be able to improve future access by producing products at lower costs or adding production capacity that contributes to the development of a healthy market with multiple suppliers to help ensure adequate supply is available. As always, sufficient R&D and manufacturing capacity and rigorous regulatory oversight must be ensured.

**Agreements with partners**

The types of collaborations PDPs enter into with private sector partners and the terms of those agreements should seek a clear commitment to access, a clear understanding of the returns to the private sector partner, a protection of PDP investments and intellectual property (e.g., non-exclusive licensing if an industrial partner stops development), a defined target product profile, and a supply of quality products at affordable prices for countries of the developing world.

If products have significant potential for commercial markets, PDPs can establish contractual terms that allow private sector partners to pursue commercial markets, while also ensuring the investments from PDPs are translated into appropriate benefits for the public sector.

**Opportunities for PDPs**

PDPs have the opportunity to work with international organizations, national regulatory authorities, and industry to seek innovative regulatory and WHO pre-qualification approaches, potentially getting products to end users years earlier without foregoing rigorous product oversight. Similar opportunities exist with innovative financing mechanisms with PDPs being well positioned to navigate and help perfect these mechanisms.

PDPs can help to reinforce international strategies such as the global strategy and plan of action from the Inter-Governmental Working Group on Intellectual Property, Innovation, and Public Health.

Finally, cooperation between PDPs can increase efficiency and bolster understanding in several areas, including the structure of markets in low income countries, what contractual terms are both favorable for developing countries and fair in development, manufacturing and distribution contracts, and what metrics can be used to determine PDP success in ensuring access.

**The evolving role of PDPs in ensuring access**

The discussion above reflects lessons on the range of activities PDPs have undertaken when working to address “access.” Each of the activities listed in Table 1 has been carried out by at least one of the PDPs. It is clear, however, that each individual PDP cannot cover all of these necessary activities alone. Rather, we see this list as a recognition of the substantial collective effort needed to ensure access to new technologies, and the focus for continued thinking on how this work is best divided among national governments, other national bodies, and existing international organizations. Within PDPs, staffing numbers and skill sets will evolve as activities and stages of product development progress. As today’s investments in R&D increasingly produce important interventions in the future, it becomes ever more critical to wisely consider the range of activities that do or do not fall within the “access” remit of varying PDPs and to make sure that the entire pathway from R&D to end users is appropriately addressed.

In this new era of PDPs, we now have several more years experience and many approaches to learn from as we collaborate and strive ever more effectively towards public health goals. PDPs have a unique opportunity to share learning between organizations, which will be critical in decreasing the time between development of products and the realization of public health impact in developing countries.
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